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ABSTRACT Protein solvation energies are of-
ten taken to be proportional to solvent-accessible
surface areas. Computation of these areas is numeri-
cally demanding and may become a bottleneck for
folding and design applications. Fast graph-based
methods, such as dead-end elimination (DEE), be-
come possible if all energies, including solvation
energies, are expressed as single-residue and pair-
residue terms. To this end, Street and Mayo origi-
nated a pair-residue approximation for solvent-
accessible surface areas (Street AG, Mayo SL.
Pairwise calculation of protein solvent accessible
surface areas. Fold Des 1998;3:253–258). The domi-
nant source of error in this method is the overlap-
ping burial of side-chain surfaces in the protein
core. Here we report a new pair-residue approxima-
tion, which greatly reduces this overlap error by the
use of optimized generic side-chains. We have tested
the generic-side-chain method for the ten proteins
studied by Street and Mayo and for 377 single-
domain proteins from the CATH database (Orengo
CA, Michie AD, Jones S, Jones DT, Swindells MB,
Thornton JM. CATH-A hierarchic classification of
protein domain structures. Structure 1997;5:1093–
1108). With little additional cost in computation, the
new method consistently reduces error for total
areas and residue-by-residue areas by more than a
factor of two. For example, the residue-by-residue
error (for buried area) is reduced from 7.42 Å2 to 3.70
Å2. This difference translates into a solvation en-
ergy difference of �0.2 kcal/mol per residue, amount-
ing to a reduction in root-mean-square energy error
of 2 kcal/mol for a 100 residue chain, a potentially
critical difference for both protein folding and de-
sign applications. Proteins 2004;57:565–576.
© 2004 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Solvation energies play a major role in protein collapse.
Moreover, the burial of hydrophobic residues away from
the aqueous solvent is a major determinant of specific
folding.2 Accurate solvation energies are needed both for
folding simulations and for protein design. In practice,
accurate solvation energies depend on accurate calculation
of solvent exposure.3 However, exact evaluation of expo-

sure is numerically demanding and may become a compu-
tational bottleneck. Fast optimization of protein conforma-
tions and sequences is possible if all energies, including
solvation energies, can be expressed as single-residue and
pair-residue terms.4

Such a pairwise separation naturally leads to a graphic
representation, with the protein residues and side-chain
rotamers as the vertices of the graph and the pairwise
energies as the weights on the edges of the graph. Fast
search algorithms based on combinatorial optimization
can then be applied to the graph.5 One important applica-
tion is de novo protein design based on the dead-end-
elimination (DEE) algorithm.4 Very recent DEE studies of
sequence redesign on some given protein scaffolds have led
to novel enzymes6 as well as biosensors.7 A requirement
for successful application of the DEE algorithm is the
existence of an accurate pairwise approximation for the
total protein exposure and the separate burial of polar and
nonpolar atoms. A second application of fast graph-based
search algorithms is the detection of protein domains by
finding the cut with minimum interaction energy out of the
exponentially many possible cuts that break the protein
into two or more units.8–10 Here, an accurate pairwise
approximation for the exposure and burial of each indi-
vidual residue within a protein is required.

The difficulty of obtaining an accurate pairwise approxi-
mation to surface areas lies in treating multiple-atom,
multiple-residue buried areas. For two spheres in contact,
there is a simple analytical formula to calculate the buried
area (and therefore the exposed area) using the two radii
and the separation between the spheres.10 For proteins,
this formula was initially applied to each pair of atoms,
and the total exposed and buried areas were estimated via
a statistical combination.10 Street and Mayo1 significantly
improved on this statistical combination of pair-atom
areas by calculating pair-residue areas. In the presence of
the backbone, two residues were placed at positions i and j,
first separately and then together, and the areas buried by
the two side-chains were obtained. Because buried areas
often overlap, a straightforward addition of pair-residue
areas overestimates the total buried area. Consequently,
Street and Mayo scaled down the pairwise buried area by
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an adjustable factor. They went further and used three
pairwise scaling factors for residues classified into core
and non-core categories11: 0.42 for the interaction of
core–core residues, 0.79 for non-core–non-core residues
and 0.74 for core–non-core residues.1 The scaling factor for
two core residues was smaller than the scaling factors with
non-core residues involved because the overlapping burial
effect is stronger in the core. Despite the use of specialized
scaling factors, the accuracy of their method was still
limited by the effect of overlapping burial of core residues.

In this article, we introduce a method that incorporates
the many-residue burial effect directly in the single-
residue and pair-residue areas. Instead of calculating
these areas in the presence of the backbone alone, we
calculate the areas in the presence of the backbone and
generic side-chains. These generic side-chains consist of
one or a number of spheres and are optimized to approxi-
mate the presence of real side-chains. The essential advan-
tage of our method is that much of the overlapping burial
effect is automatically accounted for by the generic side-
chains. As a result, errors in the area calculations are
dramatically reduced, and there is no need to optimize
scaling factors; they can be set to one.

Street and Mayo focused on the total buried and exposed
areas of the entire protein. We present a surface-area
formula for each individual residue. By comparing the
pairwise and exact areas residue by residue, the parame-
ters of the generic side-chains were systematically opti-
mized. We tested our method both for the ten-protein set
used by Street and Mayo and for the 377 single-segment
representative protein domains in the CATH classification
(T, or topology, level).* Compared to Street and Mayo’s
results, our generic-side-chain method greatly improves
accuracy for both the total area and the individual residue

areas, thus allowing a highly accurate graphic representa-
tion of protein solvation energy for use in fast optimization
methods.

METHODS
Street and Mayo’s Method

Street and Mayo1 used the following two pairwise
formulas to calculate the total buried and exposed surface
areas, respectively, of a protein (see Fig. 1 for a schematic
representation):

Apairwise
buried � �

i

�Ai,GXG
exposed � Ai,bb

exposed�

� s�
i�j

�Ai,bb
exposed � Aj,bb

exposed � Aij,bb
exposed� (1)

Apairwise
exposed � �

i

Ai,bb
exposed � s�

i�j

�Ai,bb
exposed � Aj,bb

exposed � Aij,bb
exposed� (2)

Here Ai,GXG
exposed is the exposed surface area of the i-th

residue in the presence of the local tripeptide. G-G stands
for the backbone units of the previous and the following
residues and X stands for the i-th residue.† Ai,bb

exposed is the
exposed surface area of the i-th residue in the presence of
the entire protein backbone, and Aij,bb

exposed is the combined
exposed surface area of the i-th and j-th residues in the
presence of the backbone. Then Ai,GXG

exposed � Ai,bb
exposed is the

area of the i-th residue buried by parts of the backbone
other than the local tripeptide structure. It is common in
calculating protein surface areas to exclude the area
buried by the local tripeptide because the burial due to
local covalent bonds does not change during folding (see
ref. 13). Ai,bb

exposed � Aj,bb
exposed � Aij,bb

exposed is the area buried by
the proximity of the two residues at i and j, excluding that
buried by the backbone [see Fig. 1(c)]. The factor s, positive
and less than one, scales down the pair-residue buried
area to account for the effect of overlapping burial. In
Figure 1(d), we schematically show the overlap of three

*We used the 377 CATH classification (Release 2.4) T-level (topol-
ogy) single-segment representative domains. In this level there is a
total of 775 representative domains, of which 663 are single-segment
domains; of these 663, we omitted (1) 16 for which the PDB files could
not be found in the Protein Data Bank, (2) 6 in which ACE (acetyl
group) or PCA (pyroglutamic acid) are included in the domain, (3) 112
for which some atomic coordinates could not be found in the PDB files
and (4) 152 for which the domain definition is not consistent.

†For the local tripeptide, Street and Mayo used [C�,C,O]i�1,
. . . ,[N,C�]i � 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic reprensentation of the Street and Mayo method for pairwise calculation of the exposed
surface area [eq. (2)]. (a) Ai,bb

exposed (indicated by the bold line with arrows) the exposed area of the side-chain at i
in the presence of the backbone. (b) Aj,bb

exposed. (c) The total exposed area of the side-chains i and j in the
presence of the backbone (Aij,bb

exposed bold line with arrows). The dashed line with arrows shows Ai,bb
exposed �

Aj,bb
exposed � Aij,bb

exposed, which is the area buried by the side-chains at i and j. This buried area is subtracted from
Ai,bb

exposed � Aj,bb
exposed in eq. (2) with a scaling factor s. (d) The multiply-buried area (dotted line), which would be

overcount if s � 1.0 was used in eq. (2).
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side-chains at i, j, and k. The multiply-buried area (dotted
line) would be overcounted by eqs. (1) and (2) if a unit
scaling factor of s � 1.0 were used.

In addition, in eqs. (1) and (2), all areas can be separated
into contributions from the polar (p) atoms, nitrogen and
oxygen, and the nonpolar (n) atoms, carbon and sulfur.
The result is six total areas: Apairwise

buried , Apairwise
exposed , Apairwise

(p)buried,
Apairwise

(p)exposed, Apairwise
(n)buried, Apairwise

(n)exposed, which can be compared to
the six corresponding exact values.

Our Generic Side Chain Method

We have calculated single-residue and pair-residue ar-
eas in the presence of generic side-chains in addition to the
backbone. We use Ai,gs

exposed to denote the exposed surface
area of the i-th residue in the presence of the backbone
with generic side-chains at all positions other than i.
Figure 2(a) shows a schematic representation of Ai,gs

exposed.
To obtain a pairwise formula for the surface area of residue
i [instead of the entire protein as in eqs. (1) and (2)], we
define Ai:j,gs

exposed differently from Street and Mayo’s Aij,bb
exposed.

Specifically, we define Ai:j,gs
exposed as the exposed surface area

of the i-th residue itself in the presence of the real
side-chain at j, the backbone and generic side-chains at all
positions other than i and j [see Fig. 2(b,c)]. (Note that
Street and Mayo’s Aij,bb

exposed is the sum of the exposed areas
of the i-th and j-th residues.) Then, Ai:j,gs

exposed � Ai,gs
exposed is

the correction to the exposed area at i due to the presence
of the real side-chain at j in place of a generic one. When
the j-th residue is large and covers more area than a
generic side-chain at j, Ai:j,gs

exposed � Ai,gs
exposed is negative, to

reduce the overestimate of the exposed area of residue i
[see Fig. 2(b)]. On the other hand, when the j-th residue is
small and covers less area than a generic side-chain at j,
Ai:j,gs

exposed � Ai,gs
exposed is positive, to increase the underesti-

mate of the exposed area of residue i [see Fig. 2(c)]. We
therefore obtain, in place of eq. (2), a new exposed area
formula for the i-th residue:

Ai,pairwise
exposed � Ai,gs

exposed � s �
j	i

�Ai:j,gs
exposed � Ai,gs

exposed� (3)

where, as explained above, the first term is the single-
residue approximation using generic side-chains at all
other positions, and the second term sums up all correc-
tions using real side-chains at second positions j and
generic side-chains at all positions other than i and j. The
scaling factor s accounts for any residual effects of overlap-
ping burial; in practice, we find s � 1.0 is optimal; i.e. there
is no systematic overestimate or underestimate of exposed
areas. The total exposed area of the protein Apairwise

exposed is
obtained by summing eq. (3) over residues i.

Similarly, it is straightforward to write a buried area
formula for the i-th residue in place of eq. (1):

Ai,pairwise
buried � �Ai,GXG

exposed � Ai,gs
exposed� � s �

i,j	i

�Ai,gs
exposed � Ai:j,gs

exposed� (4)

where Ai,GXG
exposed � Ai,gs

exposed is the area buried by the back-
bone and the generic side-chains, but not by the local
tripeptide GXG, and Ai,gs

exposed � Ai:j,gs
exposed is the correction to

the area buried by the j-th residue due to the presence of
the real side-chain at j in place of a generic one.†† The
scaling factor s accounts for the residual effects of overlap-
ping burial for the total buried area; again, we find that a
unit scaling factor s � 1.0 is optimal. It is convenient to
manipulate eq. (4) for the buried area into a form similar to
eq. 3 for the exposed area. We define Ai

total as the simple
sum of the surface areas of all atoms in residue i without
regard to burial, and Ai,GXG

buried as the area of the i-th residue
buried by the local tripeptide (GXG). From this definition,
we have

††For the local tripeptide, we have used [N,C�,C,O]i � 1,. . .,[N,C�,C,O]i �

1 (see ref. 13).

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of our generic-side-chain method for pairwise calculation of exposed
surface areas. (a) Ai,gs

exposed (indicated by the bold line with arrows) is the exposed area of the side-chain at i in
the presence of the backbone and generic side-chains at other positions (generic side-chains are represented
by circles); (b,c) Ai:j,gs

exposed (solid line with arrows) is the exposed area of the side-chain at i in the presence of the
real side-chain j, the backbone, and generic side-chains at all other positions. In (b), the real side-chain at j is
large and covers more area than the generic side-chain at j; hence Ai:j,gs

exposed � Ai,gs
exposed is negative. In (c), the

real side- chain at j is small and covers less area than the generic side-chain; hence Ai:j,gs
exposed-Ai,gs

exposed is
positive. In eq. (3), Ai,gs

exposed is correct by s ¥i,j	i(Ai:j,gs
exposed � Ai,gs

exposed). We find that s � 1.0 is optimal; i.e., there is
no need for a scaling factor s because the overlapping burial effect is automatically accounted for by the
generic side-chains.
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Ai,GXG
exposed � Ai

total � Ai,GXG
buried, (5)

and we define buried areas, excluding those buried by
GXG, as

Ai,gs
buried � Ai

total � Ai,GXG
buried � Ai,gs

exposed, (6)

Ai:j,gs
buried � Ai

total � Ai,GXG
buried � Ai:j,gs

exposed (7)

Using eqs. (5), (6) and (7), it is easily verified that our
expression for buried area eq. (4) can be written as

Ai,pairwise
buried � Ai,gs

buried � s �
j	i

�Ai:j,gs
buried � Ai,gs

buried� (8)

which is of the same form as the exposed area formula eq.
(3). The total buried area of the protein Apairwise

buried is
obtained by summing eq. (8) over residues i. We use eqs.
(3) and (8) extensively in our calculations below.

Exact Surface Area Calculations

To calculate the exact surface areas for the i-th residue,
we evaluated the buried area of each atom m(i) in this
residue, including backbone atoms (N, C�, C, and O) and
side-chain atoms. Hydrogen atoms were not considered in
any of our surface calculations. The van der Waals radii of
the atoms are 1.5 Å for nitrogen, 1.4 Å for oxygen, 1.85 Å
for sulfur, 1.5 Å for carbonyl carbons and 2.0 Å for other
carbons. For each atom, 256 evenly distributed dots were
placed on the spherical surface.14 The radius of the sphere
is the van der Waals radius plus a water add-on radius of
1.4 Å, representing the radius of a water molecule. For
each atom m(i) we find which of the 256 dots are buried by
any other atom p of the protein (where the water radius is
also added to the radius of each atom p). If p is one of the
atoms in the surrounding tripeptide GXG (i.e. p, is one of
the N, C�, C, O backbone atoms of the previous or the next
residue or one of the other atoms in residue i), then the
dots on the surface of m(i) covered by p are marked as
buried by GXG; if not, they are marked as regularly
buried. The marking of buried points was completed using
the mask method of ref. 15. Thus, after considering all
other atoms of the protein, the 256 dots on the surface of
atom m(i) were divided into three categories: unmarked,
marked as buried by GXG and marked as regularly buried.
Counting the dots in each of these three categories gives
the three areas, am(i),exact

exposed
, am(i),GXG

buried
and am(i),exact

buried
respectively. By

summing these three quantities over all atoms m(i) in residue i,
we obtain Ai,exact

exposed, Ai,GXG
buried and Ai,exact

buried. If we sum over only the
polar atoms in the residue (nitrogen and oxygen), we obtain
Ai,exact

(p)exposed, Ai,GXG
(p)buried and Ai,exact

(p)buried; if we sum over only the
nonpolar atoms (carbon and sulfur), we obtain Ai,exact

(n)exposed,
Ai,GXG

(n)buried and Ai,exact
(n)buried.

Specification of Generic Side-chains

To use our pairwise method to calculate surface areas,
we first need to specify generic side-chains. We consider
side-chains described by three parameters: n, the number
of spheres; d, the distance of the first sphere from C� in the
direction from C� to C
 and also the separation between
the additional spheres; r, the radius of each sphere. Given

the atomic coordinates of a protein backbone, virtual C


atoms are placed at standard glycine-C
 positions.§ The
generic side-chain is composed of n spheres of radius r
placed at d, 2d,. . .,nd from C� in the direction from C� to
C
. The optimal values of n, d, and r are reported in
Results.

Pairwise Surface Area Calculations

We calculated the single-residue and pair-residue quan-
tities needed for the pairwise method as follows. As in the
exact surface-area calculation, for each atom m(i) in resi-
due i, we determined which of the 256 dots are buried by
all other atoms in residue i, the entire backbone and the
generic side-chains at positions other than i. Note that the
water add-on radius of 1.4 Å was also added to the generic
side-chain radius r. Again, we obtained three atomic areas,
am(i),gs

exposed
, am(i),GXG

buried
and am(i),gs

buried
, which, when summed over all

atoms in residue i, gave the single-residue quantities
Ai,gs

exposed, Ai,GXG
buried and Ai,gs

buried. Note that the area buried by
the local tripeptide, Ai,GXG

buried, is an exact quantity and does
not depend on the generic side-chains. If we sum the other
two areas over only the polar atoms in the residue, we
obtain Ai,gs

(p)exposed and Ai,gs
(p)buried; and if we sum over only the

nonpolar atoms, we obtain Ai,gs
(n)exposed and Ai,gs

(n)buried. Next,
we considered real residues at both i and j. For each atom
m(i) in i, we individually considered all other atoms in
residue i, all atoms in residue j, the entire backbone, and
the generic side-chains at positions other than i and j. We
thus obtain am(i):j,gs

exposed
and am(i):j,gs

buried
, which when summed over

all atoms in residue i give the pair-residue quantities
Ai:j,gs

exposed and Ai:j,gs
buried. If we sum over only the polar atoms in

the residue, we obtain Ai:j,gs
(p)exposed and Ai:j,gs

(p)buried; and if we
sum over only the nonpolar atoms, we obtain Ai:j,gs

(n)exposed

and Ai:j,gs
(n)buried. These single-residue and pair-residue quan-

tities can then be combined in eqs. (3) and (8) to give
Ai,pairwise

exposed , Ai,pairwise
buried , Ai,pairwise

(p)exposed, Ai,pairwise
(p)buried , Ai,pairwise

(n)exposed and
Ai,pairwise

(n)buried . When i is summed over all residues, we obtain
the six total areas Apairwise

exposed , Apairwise
buried , Apairwise

(p)exposed, Apairwise
(p)buried,

Apairwise
(n)exposed and Apairwise

(n)buried. The choice of scaling factor s is
discussed in Results.

If the number of residues in a given protein is N, then for
each residue i there are N � 1 quantities Ai:j,gs to calculate,
corresponding to each j 	 i. However, most of the Ai:j,gs are
identical to Ai,gs because residue j is not in contact with
residue i. In practice, we first calculate the N single-
residue quantities Ai,gs, and then for each residue j, we
check all atoms in i to see whether any of them is in contact
with either an atom in j or the generic side-chain at j. If
not, we know that Ai:j,gs � Ai,gs. This simple check saves a
great deal of computation time, as, for proteins of several
hundred residues, we find that often less than five percent
of the N (N � 1) residue pairs are in contact.

§The two angles N-C�-C
 and C
-C�-C are both taken to be 110° and
the C�-C
 distance is taken to be 1.53 Å. As far as handedness is
concerned, the L-form is used, as in a naturally occurring alanine
residue; that is, looking down the H-C� bond from the hydrogen, the C,
C
, and N atoms are in clockwise order.
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Measures of Error

To compare the exact and pairwise surface-area results
for each protein (or protein domain) of length N, we use the
following measure of error:

�Aprotein�k� �
1
N �

i�1

N

��Ai,pairwise�k� � Ai,exact�k�� (9)

which is the average deviation per residue for the protein
k. To compare exact and pairwise results on a residue-by-
residue basis, we use the following measure of error:

�Aresidue�i� � Ai,pairwise � Ai,exact (10)

which is the deviation for a single residue i.
The first formula measures the error for the entire

surface of a protein. The accuracy of pairwise results for
total area is reflected in the average and standard devia-
tion of �Aprotein over sets of proteins. The second formula
measures the error in the surface area of individual
residues. The accuracy of pairwise results for residue-by-
residue areas is reflected in the average and standard
deviation of �Aresidue over sets of residues. These two
measures can be applied to the six different areas: total
buried, polar buried, nonpolar buried, total exposed, polar
exposed and nonpolar exposed.

RESULTS
Test Set and Optimization of Generic-Side-chain
Parameters

As a test, we first studied the same ten-protein set used
by Street and Mayo: (1) 1enh, (2) 1pga, (3) 1ubi, (4) 1mol,
(5) 1kpt, (6) 4azu-A, (7) 1gpr, (8) 1gcs, (9) 1edt and (10)
1pbn. In order to compare our results to those of Street and
Mayo, we present results for total buried area and nonpo-
lar exposed area. Our generic-side-chain parameters n, d,
r, and the scaling factor s were determined by minimizing

�A�10� � � 1
10 �

k�1

10

��Aprotein
buried �k�2 (11)

which is the root-mean-square value of the average total
protein deviation per residue �Aprotein for buried area for
the ten-protein set. We chose to minimize �Aprotein

buried rather
than �Aresidue

buried (the residue-by-residue deviation) to make
sure that the total buried areas are as accurate as possible.
Note also that by minimizing �A(10), we minimized both
the average and the spread of �Aprotein

buried for the ten-protein
set. For n � 0, the Street and Mayo method without
generic side-chains, we minimized �A(10) with respect to
one parameter, the scaling factor s. For n � 0, we also
implemented the version of Street and Mayo’s method
with three different scaling factors: for i and j both core
residues, for i and j both non-core residues and for i or j a
core residue and the other a non-core residue.� For n � 1, 2,
and 3 generic-side-chain spheres, we fixed s � 1.0 and
minimized �A(10) over the spacing d and the radius r of the
spheres. We were able to use a scaling factor s � 1.0
because the generic side-chains already account for all
systematic effects of overlapping burial.

For n � 0, using one parameter s, the best result is �Abest
(10)

� 2.21 Å2 for s � 0.67. For n � 0, using three parameters,
the best result is �Abest

(10) � 0.70 Å2 for s � 0.55 (core–core),
0.77 (non-core–non-core) and 0.73 (core–non-core) (the
difference from Street and Mayo parameters, 0.42, 0.79,
and 0.74, respectively,1 is due to our use of a slightly
modified definition of surface and core residues). For our
generic-side-chain method with a fixed s � 1.0, we ob-
tained

�To compare to Street and Mayo’s three-parameter method, we have
used the core–non-core classification scheme of Marshall and Mayo
(ref. 11). Namely, at each residue position on the backbone, three
spheres with radius 2.0 Å, plus the water add-on radius 1.4 Å, are
placed at 1.53 Å, 2 � 1.53 Å and 3 � 1.53 Å from the C� atom in the
C�-C
 direction. The exposed surface area of each three-sphere
side-chain was then calculated in the presence of the backbone and all
other three-sphere side-chains. If the surface area of the three-sphere
side-chain at a particular site is less than 24 Å2, then this position is
classified as a core position; otherwise it is classified as a non-core
position. Note that the Marshall and Mayo method to classify protein
positions as core and non-core is a generic side-chain method in the
spirit of the work we present here.

Fig. 3. Generic side-chains drawn to scale with optimized parameters d and r. d is the distance from the C�

atom to the center of the first sphere and the separation between adjacent spheres; r is the radius of the
generic-side-chain spheres: (a) one sphere (n � 1) with d � 2.10 Å and r � 3.09 Å; (b) two spheres (n � 2) with
d � 1.09 Å and r � 2.92 Å; (c) three spheres (n � 3) with d � 0.61 Å and r � 2.85 Å. The thick black line
represents the protein backbone.
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�Abest
�10�

� 0.43 Å2 for n � 1, d � 2.10 Å, r � 3.09 Å
� 0.47 Å2 for n � 2, d � 1.09 Å, r � 2.92 Å
� 0.48 Å2 for n � 3, d � 0.61 Å, r � 2.85 Å

(12)

These are the generic-side-chain parameters used in the
following calculations. In Figure 3, we show the three
generic side-chains drawn to scale with optimized parame-
ters d and r.

Results for Ten-protein Set and CATH Proteins

Figure 4 shows surface-area results for the ten-protein
set of Street and Mayo. For each protein, panel (a) shows
the difference between the total buried area using our

pairwise method, Apairwise
buried , and the exact value, Aexact

buried,
versus the exact value, and panel (b) shows the difference
between the nonpolar exposed area using the pairwise
method, Apairwise

(n)exposed, and the exact value, Aexact
(n)exposed, versus

the exact value. Total-area results without generic side-
chains are shown both for a single scaling factor s � 0.67,
and for Street and Mayo’s three-parameter scaling. For
total areas, our new method, with one, two, or three-sphere
generic side-chains and no scaling parameter, achieved
significantly better results. The bottom two panels in
Figure 4 show the distributions of the residue-by-residue
area deviation �Aresidue [eq. (10)] for the ten proteins for (c)
total buried and (d) nonpolar exposed area. It is clear that
our new method also achieves significantly and consis-

Fig. 4 Surface area results for the ten-protein set: for each protein in the set, (a) the difference between the total pairwise buried area (Apairwise
buried ) and

the exact buried area (Aexact
buried) is plotted against the exact buried area; (b) the difference between the total pairwise nonpolar expose area (Apairwise

(n)exposed) and
the exact nonpolar exposed area (Aexact

(n)exposed) is plotted against the exact nonpolar exposed area. (c) Distributions of residue-by-residue buried-area
deviations �Aresidue

buried (i) � Ai,pairwise
buried � Ai,exact

buried [eq. (10)] for all residues in the ten-protein set. (d) Distributions of residue-by-residue nonpolar-exposed-area
deviations �Aresidue

(n)exposed (i) � Ai,pairwise
(n)exposed � Ai,exact

(n)exposed for all residues.
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Fig. 5. Surface area results for the 377 CATH proteins: for each protein, (a) the difference between the total pairwise buried area (Apairwise
buried ) and the

exact buried area (Aexact
buried) is plotted against the exact buried area; (b) the difference between the total pairwise nonpolar exposed area (Apairwise

(n)exposed) and
the exact nonpolar exposed area (Aexact

(n)exposed) is plotted against the exact nonpolar exposed area. (c) Distributions of residue-by-residue buried-area
deviations �Aresidue

buried (i) � Ai,pairwise
buried � Ai,exact

buried for all residues in the 377 CATH proteins. (d) Distributions of residue-by-residue nonpolar-exposed-area
deviations �Aresidue

(n)exposed (i) � A i,pairwise
(n)exposed � Ai,exact

(n)exposed for all residues.

TABLE I. Average and Standard Deviation of �Aprotein and �Aresidue (Å2)

Ten-Protein Set �Aprotein
buried �Aprotein

(n)exposed �Aresidue
buried �Aresidue

(n)exposed

n � 0, s � 0.67 0.10 � 2.21 �1.96 � 1.67 1.11 � 13.2 �2.68 � 11.4
n � 0, s � 0.55, 0.77, 0.73 0.05 � 0.70 �0.91 � 0.68 0.13 � 7.01 �0.90 � 5.94
n � 1, d � 2.10 Å, r � 3.09 Å, s � 1.0 �0.01 � 0.43 0.04 � 0.24 �0.04 � 3.58 0.11 � 2.65
n � 2, d � 1.09 Å, r � 2.92 Å, s � 1.0 �0.08 � 0.47 0.07 � 0.25 �0.13 � 3.47 0.15 � 2.58
n � 3, d � 0.61 Å, r � 2.85 Å, s � 1.0 0.06 � 0.48 �0.07 � 0.26 0.06 � 3.58 �0.06 � 2.81

CATH Set �Aprotein
buried �Aprotein

(n)exposed �Aresidue
buried �Aresidue

(n)exposed

n � 0, s � 0.67 �2.84 � 3.21 0.97 � 2.72 �1.79 � 11.1 0.15 � 9.57
n � 0, s � 0.55, 0.77, 0.73 �1.43 � 1.96 0.51 � 1.63 �1.06 � 7.42 0.25 � 6.31
n � 1, d � 2.10 Å, r � 3.09 Å, s � 1.0 0.38 � 0.58 �0.18 � 0.42 0.31 � 3.70 �0.12 � 2.88
n � 2, d � 1.09 Å, r � 2.92 Å, s � 1.0 0.35 � 0.59 �0.16 � 0.43 0.28 � 3.63 �0.11 � 2.85
n � 3, d � 0.61 Å, r � 2.85 Å, s � 1.0 0.41 � 0.62 �0.23 � 0.45 0.38 � 3.75 �0.20 � 3.02
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tently better results for residue-by-residue surface areas
than the methods without generic side-chains. The aver-
age and standard deviation results of both �Aprotein and
�Aresidue for the ten-protein set are given in Table I.

We have further tested our generic side-chain method on
a larger, more systematic set of proteins: 377 single-
segment representative domains from the CATH data-
base.12 The results are presented in Figure 5 and Table I.
Clearly, as compared to the optimized three-parameter
method without generic side-chains, our new, generic-side-
chain method achieves significantly better results. In
particular, the average total protein deviation per residue
for buried area �Aprotein

buried has been reduced in magnitude
from �1.43 Å2 to 0.38 Å2, and the spread of this average
deviation from protein to protein has been reduced from
1.96 Å2 to 0.58 Å2. Strikingly, the spread of the residue-by-
residue buried-area deviation �Aresidue

buried has been reduced
from 7.42 Å2 to 3.70 Å2. Thus, for individual residues, the
use of generic side-chains reduces errors by more than a

factor of two. Similar error reductions are also achieved for
exposed areas.

In Figure 6, we show (a) the average and (c) the standard
deviation of the residue-by-residue buried area deviation
for each type of amino acid, averaged over the 377 CATH
proteins. The generic-side-chain method significantly im-
proves the accuracy of the area calculation for all 20 amino
acid types. For the two methods without generic side-
chains, the largest errors are associated with the largest
hydrophobic amino acids: phenylalanine (F), isoleucine (I),
leucine (L), methionine (M), tryptophan (W), tyrosine (Y)
and, for the s � 0.67 case, with medium-sized valine (V).
These large hydrophobic amino acids are typically found in
the protein core, where the overlapping burial effect is
most severe. It is precisely for these amino acids that the
generic-side-chain method achieves the greatest fractional
reduction in error. This clearly demonstrates that the
success of the generic-side-chain method is due to its
improved treatment of overlapping buried areas.

Fig. 6. The average (a, b) and standard deviation (c, d) of the residue-by-residue buried-area deviation for each amino acid type, averaged over the
residues of the 377 CATH proteins. The parameters have been optimized for the ten-protein set of Street and Mayo using total buried area in panels (a)
and (c) and using total nonpolar exposed area in panels (b) and (d).
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The success of the generic-side-chain method does not
depend sensitively on the choice of area optimized. As
described above, we optimized parameters using the total
buried area for the ten-protein set of Street and Mayo. For
comparison, in Figures 6 (b and d), we show results for
parameters chosen to optimize total nonpolar exposed area
for the same protein set. The generic-side-chain parame-
ters are very similar, and, more importantly, the residue-
by-residue results for buried area are equally good. In
contrast, the results without generic side-chains (n � 0)
depend significantly on the choice of area optimized: in
Figure 6(b), when optimizing the nonpolar exposed area,
the nonpolar residues (e.g., F, I, L) have small errors but
the polar residues (e.g. E, K, R) have large errors; in Figure
6(a), when optimizing total buried area, the polar and
nonpolar residues on average have similar errors (but with
opposite signs).

As one can see in Figures 4, 5, and 6, the one-sphere
generic side-chains do as well as those with two or three
spheres. In Figure 3, with the three optimized side-chains
drawn to scale, we can see that these three generic
side-chains are geometrically similar and thus lead to
similar results.

Sources of Error

Can we improve our method further? A straightforward
approach would be to use three scaling parameters as
Street and Mayo have done, corresponding to core–core,
non-core–non-core, and core–non-core interactions.1 This
approach significantly improves results when no generic
side-chains are used because the different scaling factors
compensate for different amounts of overlapping burial.
For example, core residues are more likely to be multiply
buried than non-core residues, giving a smaller s for
core–core interactions. However, the use of three scaling
parameters produced no significant improvement in re-
sults for the generic-side-chain method (data not shown).
This is understandable because the core–non-core classifi-
cation is simply a way of estimating the local extent of
overlapping burial, and the generic side-chains automati-
cally and very accurately account for multiply-buried areas.

Regarding the sources of error in the generic-side-chain
method, we consider a small area a on the surface of the
real side-chain at i. There are three situations. In the first
situation [Fig. 7(a)], the area a is not buried by any of the
generic side-chains at j 	 i. Then for the small area we
have Ai,gs

buried � 0. If the area is buried by a real side-chain
at j, we have Ai:j,gs

buried � a and the correction is Ai:j,gs
buried �

Ai,gs
buried � a [see eq. (8)]. If the area is multiply buried by n

real side-chains, the correction is Ai:j,gs
buried � Ai,gs

buried � na,
and because the exact result can be at most Ai,exact

buried � a the
generic-side-chain method overestimates the buried area
by (n � 1)a at this point. In Figure 7(a), we show an
extreme case in which the real side-chain at i is not buried
by any of the generic side-chains but is multiply buried by
many real side-chains. This results in a large overestimate
of the buried area (and at the same time a large underesti-
mate of the exposed area).

In the second situation [Fig. 7(b)], the area on the real
side-chain at i is buried by one and only one generic
side-chain (at j)(i.e., Ai,gs

buried � a). Then Ai:j�,gs
buried � a for all j�

	 j (because it is always buried by the generic side-chain at
j). This means that the correction terms for all j� are zero
(i.e., Ai:j�,gs

buried � Ai,gs
buried � 0). The only non-zero correction

occurs if the area is not buried by the real side-chain at j, so
that Ai:j,gs

buried � Ai,gs
buried � �a. If at the same time the area is

buried by a real side-chain at j�, the exact result is Ai,exact
buried

� a, while the pairwise result is zero. This underestimates
the buried area by �a. Figure 7(b) shows this case: part of
the real side-chain at i is buried by one and only one
generic side-chain but not by the real side-chain (at j). The
area buried by the generic side-chain at j is buried by
another real side-chain at j�. This results in an underesti-
mate of the buried area.

In the final situation [Fig. 7(c)], the area on the real
side-chain at i is buried by two or more generic side-chains
(Ai,gs

buried � a). Then because of multiple burial, Ai:j,gs
buried � a

and all corrections are zero. If the area is not buried by any
of the real side-chains, the true buried area is zero (Ai,exact

buried

� 0) and there is an overestimate of the buried area by a.
In Figure 7(c), we show an extreme case in which the

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the three sources of large error in the generic-side-chain approximation. (a)
Part of the residue at i is multiply buried by real side-chains (rectangles) at other sites, but not by the generic
side-chains (circles). This results in a large overestimate of the buried area of residue i. (b) Part of the residue at
i is buried by one (and only one) generic side-chain but not by the real side-chain (at j), and the same part of i is
also buried by another real side-chain (at j�). This results in an underestimate of the buried area at i. (c) The
residue at i is multiply buried by the generic side-chains at other sites, but not by real side-chains. Like (a), this
results in an overestimate of the buried area at i.
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entire real side-chain at i is multiply buried by generic
side-chains but not by the real side-chains. This results in
an overestimate of the buried area of residue i.

In principle, the above types of errors could be substan-
tially reduced by considering three-residue corrections to
the buried areas, i.e., by calculating the exposed surface of
residue i in the presence of real side-chains at j and j�, and
generic side-chains at all other positions. However, these
three-body terms would add significantly to the number of
calculations required, and would not permit fast graph-
based optimization techniques such as DEE.4,6,7

Effect of Coordinate Changes on Surface Area

Because the coordinates of protein atoms obtained by
experimental techniques such as X-ray crystallography
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) have uncer-
tainties, it is natural to ask whether the improvement in
pairwise surface area calculation obtained here is signifi-
cant when compared to the inherent surface area uncer-
tainties. For the 377 CATH protein domains,12 we
perturbed the position of each atom from its PDB
coordinate by a three-dimensional Gaussian distribu-
tion with zero mean and radial root-mean-square dis-
tance �.** In this way, for each protein, we obtained 30
perturbed structures, and we calculated for each residue
the deviations of the exact surface area from the

mean.*** Fig. 8 shows the distributions of the exact
residue-by-residue total buried area (a) and the nonpo-
lar exposed area (b) for � � 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.40 Å. In
Figure 8(b), a large number of residues show no change
in nonpolar exposed area (the sharp peak at zero). This
is because when the residues are buried in the core,
their exposed areas are often zero, and small random
perturbations in neighboring atomic coordinates do not
change this situation. In Figure 9, we show that the
standard deviations of the areas in Figure 8 are propor-
tional to the root-mean-square coordinate perturbation
�. From Figure 9, when the root-mean-square perturba-
tion distance is 0.1 Å, the standard deviation for buried
areas is 1.66 Å2, while that for nonpolar exposed areas is
1.19 Å2. Earlier we showed that for the CATH set our
generic side-chain method reduces the error in total
buried area from 7.42 Å2 (using Street and Mayo’s
method) to 3.70 Å2, and reduces the error in nonpolar
exposed area from 6.31 Å2 to 2.88 Å2. The improvements
obtained by our method are therefore larger than the
deviations in surface area with small changes in coordi-
nates and are therefore important even in light of
coordinate uncertainties.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The stable folding of proteins depends largely on the
burial of hydrophobic residues and the exposure of polar
and charged residues. The solvation energy for a residue
depends on atomic polarities and charges, and on solvent-**If a distribution of points is generated in three dimensions, such

that each coordinate (x, y, z) has a normalized Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and root-mean-square deviation ��, then the radial
distance of the points from the origin r has the distribution r2

exp(�r2/2��2) (ignoring the normalization constant) and the root-mean-
square radial distance is ��r2� � � � �3��. Therefore, when we
perturb each coordinate of an atom following a Gaussian distribution
such that the root-mean-square radial distance is � � 0.10 Å, the
root-mean-square rms deviation for each coordinate is �� � �/�3
� 0.058 Å.

***To accurately measure small area differences between original
and perturbed structures, we used 2048 dots per atom in the dot-
surface method and averaged surfaces area results from 20 random
rotation frames. This was especially necessary when the perturbation
(�) was small and errors due to the discreteness of the dots became
important.

Fig. 8. Distributions about the average for exact residue-by-residue (a) buried area and (b) nonpolar exposed area for 30 randomly perturbed
variants of each of the 377 CATH proteins. In each variant, all atoms deviate from their PDB coordinates following a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and (radial) root-mean-square distance �. For � � 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.40 Å, respectively, the standard deviations for buried area are 0.89, 1.66, 3.24, 6.36
Å and those for nonpolar exposed area are 0.63, 1.19, 2.33, 4.67 Å2. To accurately measure small area differences between original and perturbed
structures, in this calculation we used 2048 dots per atom with 20 random rotation frames.
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exposed surface areas. By assuming a linear relation
between changes in solvation energy and changes in
surface area, atom-dependent solvation energies have
been derived from experimental free energies of amino
acids16 and proteins.17 These empirical solvation energies
form an essential component of energy functions for pro-
tein design,3 which puts a premium on accurate calcula-
tion of solvent-exposed areas. However, for applications
such as side-chain and rotamer optimization for a fixed
backbone, the combinatorial explosion of configurations
makes exact calculation of surface areas impractical.
Street and Mayo’s pairwise approximation for surface
areas has allowed the use of fast search algorithms such as
DEE for design optimization.

The generic side-chain method presented here is a
consistently more accurate alternative to the Street and
Mayo algorithm. Tested on a set of 377 proteins from the
CATH database we found a reduction in the spread of the
residue-by-residue error from 7.42 Å2 to 3.70 Å2. One way
to characterize this improvement is in terms of the in-
creased size of proteins that can be designed with confi-
dence. Using Street and Mayo’s1 estimate of solvation
energies, 26 cal mol�1 Å�2 favoring hydrophobic burial
and 100 cal mol�1 Å�2 opposing polar burial, and assum-
ing a 50-50 split between hydrophobic and polar residues,
our method reduces per residue root-mean-square energy
errors by 0.2 kcal/mol. The accumulation of independent
errors begins to exceed a tolerable error margin of �2
kcal/mol for proteins of 25 residues using Street and
Mayo’s method, and for proteins of 100 residues using our
generic-side-chain method.

An important result of our study is that there is, in
effect, only one universal generic side-chain. Specifically,
we found very similar side-chain parameters, and nearly
identical results, whether we optimized total buried area
or total nonpolar exposed area (see Fig. 6). Moreover,
geometrically similar generic side-chains were obtained

using one, two, or three spheres, as shown in Figure 3, and
all three produced equally good results. Therefore, we
recommend the use of generic side-chains each consisting
of a single sphere, e.g. of radius r � 3.09 Å centered a
distance d � 2.10 Å from the C� atom.

In contrast, the results of the Street and Mayo methods
without generic side-chains are not universal. With either
one or three scaling parameters, the results for residue-by-
residue buried area depend on the choice of whether to
optimize total buried area or total nonpolar exposed area,
as shown in Figure 6(a and b). For the methods without
generic side-chains, the results also depend on the set of
proteins used for optimization. For example, the scaling
parameters obtained by optimizing total buried area for
Street and Mayo’s ten-protein set led to a relatively large
error for buried area (�Aprotein

buried � �1.43 � 1.96 Å2) when
applied to the larger set of 377 CATH proteins.

We speculate that the success of our generic-side-chain
approach, and the existence of a universal generic side-
chain, reflect a nearly homogeneous mixing of side-chains
of different sizes in natural proteins. Otherwise, signifi-
cant segregation of large and small side-chains between
surface and core would yield different generic side-chains
when optimizing buried or exposed areas.

A final note is that our generic-side-chain method not
only improves the accuracy of the pairwise surface-area
calculation but is likely to improve the performance of
combinatorial optimization methods such as the dead-end-
elimination algorithm. This is because our method shifts
the emphasis of the surface area calculation from two-body
side-chain-side-chain terms to one-body side-chain-generic
side-chain terms. As noted in ref. 18, potential functions
that emphasize one-body terms perform better in optimiza-
tion. This improvement will be investigated quantitatively
in a separate publication.
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